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Historic water levels put pressure on Hydro
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BY GORDON HOEKSTRA
VANCOUVER SUN

Melting snow and record rains have
forced BC Hydro dam managers into an
unprecedented balancing act this summer: spill water to keep dams at safe
levels, but not so much that communities are flooded.

THE SAME PATIENCE THAT IT TAKES TO SELL YOUR
HOME OR HELP YOU FIND YOUR DREAM HOME...
TOM HASSAN HAS BEEN ONE OF WEST VANCOUVER’S
TOP AGENTS FOR OVER 22 YEARS.

Kelvin Ketchum has been managing
dam water levels for BC Hydro for more
than two decades, but he’s never seen
anything like what’s happened this year
at reservoirs around the province.
A higher-than-normal snowpack and
torrential rains in June and July have
pushed BC Hydro’s reservoirs in the
Interior and northern B.C. to historic
levels.
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battered by years
of scandal. » B1
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Patrons can now bring their own
bottle of wine to B.C. restaurants and
take home what they don’t drink.
WESTCOAST
NEWS
New
liquor laws
announced Thursday by the provincial government
allow the wine to be opened and
served by participating restaurants,
which may charge a corkage fee. Six
other Canadian provinces, including
Alberta, Ontario and Quebec, already
allow
so-called BYOW — bring your
Sidewalk
own
wine. face
sellers
But restaurant owners are divided
fines,
say, according to an
over
the but
change
it beats
crime
industry
representative.
Luc
as aErjavec,
way toCanadian Restaurant
and
Food
Services
earn money. Atlantic vice-president, said restaurants that are not sup» A13of BYOW may set higher corkportive
age fees — upwards of $25 per bottle
to discourage people from bringing in
their own wine. Conversely, Erjavec
said, restaurants that favour the practice may use corkage as a marketing
tool.

SPORTS

Lions eke out
last-second win

Tough sell for
street vendors

• 2nd Highest selling home in Ambleside-Dundarave-Queens for 2011.
Listed and Buyer by Tom (2040 26th, $4,030,000)
• Highest Land Sale in Ambleside without a view for 2011
(1349 Mathers, $2,180,000).
• Top 130 Agents in Vancouver in 2011 and 2012 (10,000 Agents).
• Lifetime resident of Ambleside- Sentinel Hill area.

Vaunted defence stands fast
and McCallum does the rest. » F3

Dirty details
of case against
Armstrong may
still see the light
of day. » B4
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White night of dining cloaked
in secrecy. » E1

B.C. palates demand more
sophisticated offerings. » C1

Insatiable thirst
Pop-up dining
dishes up intrigue for craft beer

More than 40 years after reeling in

a 19-kilogram chinook, Tom Hassan and his father
Les landed the same sized fish on a trip to Vancouver
Island this past week. (Right) Tom and his brother
Doug pose with the fish caught in 1969. » A8

CONTINUED ON A9

Choosing a Realtor who specializes and lives in your
neighbourhood provides a definite competitive advantage when
buying or selling real estate. My goal is to attain the highest sale price
for your home. Whether buying or selling, I commit to providing the
highest level of customer service and integrity. Call me today for
an up-to-date home evaluation at 604.809.9777
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There’s nothing more charming than
“That was the first time my father else fish. Dad is unable to stand up in boat.”
fishing stories, and every father and and I pulled in a fish that size and the boat, but with the chair he could
This was in the days before cell- Sports fishing this summer has been
Open
son who ever“Homes
dipped
rods in the water 43 years later we’ve managed to do it sit down and land a fish.
phones so while they fought the fish, good in parts of the B.C. coast, says
for viewing”
together will have their favourites.
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realtor, father return from north end of Vancouver Island with 19-kilogram chinook — just like the one they caught in 1969
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Erin Cebula, Spokesperson
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backpedals on
anti-doping fight and
rides into infamy,
tarnishing the image
of his sport. » B1

VANCOUVER SUN

• Highest selling Land Value sale on Sentinel Hill in 2011 and 2012
(1010 Braeside and 960 Younette).

but more rain is forecast in the southern
Interior for today and for the weekend.
On Thursday afternoon, BC Hydro
issued an advisory it has had to increase
flows by 10 per cent from the Hugh
Keenleyside Dam on the Arrow Lake
Reservoir.

Lance Armstrong

Bring your own bottle,
but it will cost you

• 40+ sales in West Vancouver in 2011 and 25 sales to date in 2012.

48

not seen in 25 years.
Ketchum said while water managers
are always vigilant, the high reservoir
levels this year have increased pressure
more than ever.
“This is a time of lots of stress around
here,” said Ketchum, manager of systems optimization.
So far, the effects of the historic water
levels have been kept to a minimum,

Restaurants
divided
over new
wine rules

• #1 Agent in Ambleside, Cedardale, Dundarave, Sentinel Hill and Queens,
2011 (Based on REBGV- Units Sold)

22

This is the first time since BC Hydro’s
largest interior dams were built in the
1960s that water has had to be spilled
in the same season at all of its major
dams: the W.A.C. Bennett and Peace
Canyon dams in northern B.C., and the
Mica, Revelstoke and Duncan dams in
the southern Interior.
Spilling at the John Hart Dam on
Vancouver Island has reached levels

DINING

• #4 Prudential Sussex Realty (British Columbia) 2011, 2012.
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Stripped
of glory

Heavy rains, higher-than-normal snowpack has increased stress on dams across the province
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